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Abstract—In this paper, we report on a newly developed
34 GHz radar system and its field application in the wind energy
testing site WINSENT on the Swabian Alb (Germany). The
envisaged sensor system addresses the early detection of birds
for a bird-friendly wind turbine operation. In this way, wind
turbines could be adaptively controlled to reduce the collision risk
of endangered species. Besides the description of the radar sensor
and its characterization in the laboratory, we also demonstrate
the system implementation using three Ka-band radar units.
Bird detection results are presented along with a synchronized
camera-based validation.

Index Terms—Wind turbines, detection of birds, monitoring,
radar systems

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to achieve the goals of the Paris climate agreement,
a massive increase in renewable energies is required. In the
RESCUE study of the German Federal Environment Agency
(Umweltbundesamt) various scenarios are considered towards
resource-conserving greenhouse gas neutrality [1]. In each
scenario, onshore wind energy plays the largest role in energy
generation with up to 57 % in 2050. This means, that the
green-green dilemma considering wind energy on one hand
and the conservation of biodiversity on the other hand is a
challenge for today and also in the future [2].

It is well known that bats and birds are affected by the
collision with the rotor blades and that bats can also die from
barotrauma [3], [4]. In order to reduce bird and bat mortality
different mitigation strategies are possible. This paper will
focus on the conservation of birds by means of a sensorized
anti-collision system.

Besides fixed shutdown times, e.g. during the breeding
season, an adaptive wind turbine control is a possible solution.
This means that wind turbines are only switched off in the
presence of relevant animal species. This approach could open
up new locations for wind turbines that would otherwise not
be approvable or economically viable. For example, shutdown
times could be reduced to a minimum to maximize energy

Fig. 1. Bird protection zones in a wind park by radar surveillance

production. Event-based shutdowns, e.g. after mowing, could
be automated as well.

Currently, several systems are being developed or already
employed aiming at bird-friendly wind turbine operation [5].
Examples include the SafeWind system [6] where cameras
are mounted on the wind turbine tower reaching detection
distances of about 300 m to 600 m depending on the species.
On the other hand, the camera-based system IdentiFlight [7]
reaches distances of about 1 km.

Radar systems, on the other hand, have the advantage
to support day and night operation as well as their usage
in the rain and in the fog. There are several radar-based
systems available. Most of these radar systems operate in
X-band between 8 GHz and 12 GHz. The detection range
of these systems is 1 km to 7 km depending on the species.
Some radar systems, such as RobinRadar MAX [8], operate
with rotating antennas. The BirdScan MS1 [9] radar, on the
other hand, uses a fixed radar beam. Both systems have in
common that they are free-standing, and are thus particularly
suitable for monitoring larger areas, such as entire wind farms.
Radar systems at higher frequencies could be used for bird
monitoring as well [10].
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Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram of the Ka-band radar.

The idea of the current work is to completely cover the
near field of a single wind turbine with several Ka-band radar
sensors with a fixed radar beam around the wind turbine
tower as shown in Fig. 1, see also [11]. This approach could
be more cost-effective compared to the previously mentioned
camera-based and X-band radar solution. In the present study,
the concept will be demonstrated by an implementation of
three radar systems at the wind energy test field WINSENT on
the Swabian Alb (Germany) during the period from June to
October 2021.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE FMCW RADAR SENSOR

A novel frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
radar sensor has been developed in this work operating from
33.4 to 34.15 GHz with a sweep time of 2.56 ms. Each sensor
consists of three modular units, i.e. a transmitter frontend, a
receiver frontend and a mainboard. A simplified block diagram
of these units is depicted in Fig. 2. The mainboard has several
tasks: It provides the DC power supply preregulated by a
bunch of wide range switching regulators, generates the local
oscillator (LO) signal for the frontend modules and processes
the intermediate frequency (IF). The IF signal undergoes some
amplification stages and finally gets A/D converted. The digital
signal is processed by a microcontroller and sent over Ethernet
to the measurement computer. Fig. 3 shows a photo of the
radar sensor.

One key aspect for the field study is the stability of the
receiver and transmitter front end. Time domain stability was
tested prior to the field studies for both entities. As depicted
in Fig. 4 a vector network analyzer (VNA) is used to drive
the LO input of the transmitter frontend as well as the LO
input of a separate frequency doubler which provides LO input
for a mixer. The mixer is used as a down converter and due
to the high output power level of the transmitter front end
(TX) a reasonable attenuation is inserted to protect the mixer.
A spectrum analyzer is used to measure the down converted
signal level. This setup was used with remote control of a
computer collecting a proportional value to the output power of
the transmitter. Results for the transmitter and for the receiver
are depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. The setup for
the IF deviation measurement is different from the transmitter
measurement setup but the results are similar.

Fig. 3. Photo of the Ka-band radar with two horn antennas.
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Fig. 4. Measurement setup for time domain stability evaluation of the
transmitter front end (TX)

The measured output power at the transmitter was 27.8 dBm
prior to the field studies. After the field studies the output
power of this system was measured again and the output power
was in the same range, i.e. 28.9 dBm.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD STUDY DESIGN

A. Hardware

The field study has been implemented at the wind energy
testing site WINSENT. Figs. 7 and 8 show the measurement
system mounted on the wind measuring mast. It consisted
of three modules, each equipped with a radar sensor,
a 180-degree-camera and an ultrasonic microphone. The
ultrasonic microphones were integrated in the radar housing.

The modules were mounted so that each module covers
one side of the wind measuring mast. With the three
180-degree-camera we achieved a full 360 degree coverage.
They mainly served as visual verification for the radar
measurements. The radars had horn antennas with a gain of
up to 17 dBi, i.e. approximately 20°. This naturally results in
a smaller aperture angle than the cameras.

All modules were connected to a control cabinet that
consists of the power supply, a computer for controlling the
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Fig. 5. TX power deviation of one TX front end module over time.

Fig. 6. IF power deviation of one RX front end module over time.

measurements and an LTE modem for remote maintenance
and data transmission.

B. Software

The software on the measurement computer analyzed the
incoming data in real-time, triggered and collected the data
from the different sensor sources in a synchronous and
autonomous way. The camera triggered an event when an
object moved inside the detection area. The radar triggered
via a distance-dependent threshold crossing. The statistically
defined threshold accounted dynamically to the current
environmental conditions [12]. A static threshold was chosen
for the microphone, which was tested against the amplitude of
the FFT in the frequency range between 40 kHz and 130 kHz.

IV. RESULTS

During the field study a total number of 68 bird events have
been recorded. A subset of 47 was automatically triggered by
the radar. The rest was triggered by the camera subsystem.
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Fig. 7. Schematic view: 1. camera, 2. radar housing, 3. control cabinet, 4.
ladder of the mast

Fig. 8. Photo of the field installation at WINSENT.

Below are some examples of recordings in which carrion
crows were detected.

Figs. 9 and 10 show a photo and the corresponding
radargram of a crow passing the radar system. In addition,
Figs. 11 and 12 show a crow taking off from the mast above
the radar and then moving radially away from the mast.

The radar system can detect birds up to about 35 m. This
was verified by testing the system with a drone which has
approximately the size of a medium sized bird (obviously with
a different radar cross-section). Also, the birds are only visible
for a few seconds in the radargram. This can be explained by
the relatively strong focusing of the radar beam.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, it was shown that a system consisting of
three Ka-band radar systems could be used to detect birds
during a field study at the wind test site WINSENT. About 68
bird events have been recorded from which most have been
automatically triggered by the radar subsystem.

However, on the radar side there is still potential for further
developments. The current detection range of approx. 35 m is
not sufficient to stop a wind turbine in time. For example, a
red kite would have to be detected at a distance of at least
400 meters. To achieve this, the radar performance must be
significantly improved in future developments. Since a single
radar system has an aperture angle of only about 20°, several
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Fig. 9. Radargram of a carrion crow passing the radar.

Fig. 10. Image of the crow detected in the radargram in Fig. 9.

radar systems are needed for a complete coverage of the
relevant airspace.
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